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1. INTRODUCTION

We begin with the definition of an interpolating quintic spline function, state
the purpose of this communication and give a few appropriate references.
Throughout the paperfis assumed to be a continuous and periodic function
with period 1.

If nodes 0 = Xo < Xl < ... < Xn-l < Xn = 1 are prescribed, then an inter
polating periodic quintic spline cP, associated with f, is a function with the
following properties:

(a) cP andfhave the same values at the nodes, i.e. cPi = Ii (i = 1,2, ... , n);
(b) cP is four times continuously differentiable and cPbi)= cP~l), (i = 1, 2,

3,4);
(c) cP reduces to a polynomial of degree at most five on each subinterval

[Xi_b X;],

Under the assumption that the points Xi are equally spaced on [0,1], this
note gives some estimates for the magnitude of the various spline derivatives
at the nodes and uses these results to establish two approximation theorems.
Moreover, an upper bound for the norm of the quintic spline operator is
derived.

This paper was motivated by the first sections of Chapter IV of the book by
Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh [1], where polynomial splines of arbitrary degree
are treated. The articles [2], [3] and [4] are also related because similar prob
lems for the cubic splines are dealt with there. Moreover, [4] contains a
discussion of deficient quintic splines.

2. A PROCEDURE FOR CONSTRUCTING QUINTIC SPLINES

In this section we show how quintic splines can be constructed using Hermite
interpolation. The restriction that the nodes are equally spaced is not necessary
yet.

1 The author was supported by a NATO Science Fellowship granted by the Netherlands
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.).
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Define ~i(X) == ~(x) for Xi_1 < x < Xi'
If we introduce the notation

hi =XI-XI_b -I."ttl = '1'1, m·=-I.P)
I 'f'l'

M. = -1.\4) (1)
1 'fJ" ,

then on the interval (xH,xd the quintic spline can be written in the following
form

~I(X) =It-I AI(x) +It B;(x) + '-\-1 CI(x) + AI DI(x) + ttl-l EI(x) + ttl Fi(x).
(2)

Here AI(x), ... , F;(x) are quintic polynomials determined by the following
identity:

For an arbitrary quintic polynomial P(x) we have

P(x) == PI_I AI(x) +PI BI(x) +P;_I CI(x) +P/ DI(x) +P;-1 EI(x) +P/, FI(x)
(3)

where we set

p<k)(X. ) = p<k)
,-I I-I' k =0,1,2.

B(t) = A(1 - t)

D(t) = -C(l- t)

F(t) = E(1 - t).

If A(t), ... , F(t) denote the polynomials of (3) when (XI-l,xtl is replaced by
(0,1], we have

A(t) = (1- t)3 (6t 2 + 3t + 1),

CCt) = t(I - t)3 (l + 3t),

E(t) = -!-t 2(1 - t)3,

The expressions for Ai(x), ... , FI(x) are now obtained by setting
t = (x - XI_I)h"i l , multiplying CI(x) and D;(x) by hi and EI(x) and FI(x) by h/.

We have AI(x), BI(x), CI(x), E;(x), FI(x):> 0, whereas Di(x) <; 0 on
(XI_bX;]. Moreover,

(4)

If the nodes are equally spaced, i.e. hi = (lin) (i = 1,2, .. .,n), then elementary
calculations show that

CI(x) - DI(x) = (x - XI-I)(1- n(x - Xi-I» .

. {I + n(x - XI_I) - n2(x - XI_ 1)2} < I~n (5)

and

These two results will be needed later on.
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Formula (2), together with (3), assures that the function 1> is twice con
tinuously differentiable on [0,1]. In order that condition (b) will be completely
satisfied, it is necessary that we have

lim1>p)(x) = lim1>~~\(x)
xtXl XiXl

and

Iim1>~4)(x)= lim1>~t\(x).
xtXl XiXl

This is identical with

(k = 3, 4).

(7)

It is thus necessary to calculate the third and fourth derivatives of the poly
nomials A/(x) '" F/(x). This is rather tedious, yet straightforward. We obtain
(cf. [1], p. 120)

AP)(Xi) = -60hi3,

A~4)(X/) = - 360hi4,

BP)(Xl) = 60hi3,

B;<4)(X/) = 360hi4,

q3)(Xl) = -24hi2 ,

q4)(Xl) = -168hi3,

DP)(Xl) = -36hi 2 ,

D~4)(Xl) = -l92hi3,

EP)(x/) = - 3hi l,
Ef4)(Xl) = - 24hi 2 ,

FP)(x/) = 9hi l ,

Fl4)(XI) = 36hi2 ,

AH'\(XI) = -60hi~1> 1
A~t\(Xl) = 360hi~I' I
BUl(x/) = 60hi~I'

BftlCx/) = -360hL:I'

Cm(Xl) = - 36hi~I'

CrWX1) = 192hi~I'

Dn.\(xl ) = -24hi~1'

D~t\(Xl) = 168hi~I'

E Ol( ) - 9h- 11+1 Xl - - 1+1'
Em(xl) = 36hi';I'

FUl(Xl) = 3hi.1I'

Fm(Xl) = - 24hi';!·

(8)

If we insert these values in formula (7), we arrive at the following two basic
systems of equations (i = 1,2, ... ,n):

8'\1-1 hi2 - 12'\I(hi';l - k;2) - 8'\1+1 hi';l + fJ-l-1 hi! +
-3fJ-l(hi~1 + hi l ) + fJ-I+I hi~1 = 20{(/; - /;_J)hi 3

- (/;+1-ft)htJ.l}' (9)

14'\1-1 hi3 + 16'\I(hi~1 + hi3
) + 14'\1+1 hi~1 + 2fJ-I-I hi2 +

+ 3fJ-I(k;';1 - hi2
) - 2fJ-1+1 hi';l = 30{(ft+1 - /;) hi~1 + (/; - /;_1) hj4}. (10)
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3. SOME BASIC RELATIONS

From now on we assume that the nodes are uniformly distributed on [0, I],
i.e. hi = lin for all i. Equations (9) and (10) are simplified and take the follow
ing form:

8n"-i-J - 8n"-i+1 + fl-I-I - 6fl-i + fl-i+l = 20n2(-/;,_1 + 2j; -/;'+1)'

7n"-I_1 + 16n"-l + 7n"-i+l + fl-i-J - fl-i+1 = 15n2(/;,+1 -/;,-1)'

If we write down these relations, respectively, for the points Xi-I, XI and Xi+b
we can eliminate the parameters fl-i-2' fl-I-b fl-I, fl-i+l and fl-i+2 and obtain an
equation in which only the first derivatives of the spline are involved. More
over, the same can be done by eliminating the parameters \.

Under the assumption that all indices which occur are interpreted modulo
n, we get

A/-2 + 26Ai-J + 66AI + 26AI+I + Am = 5n(/;,+2 + 10/;,+1 - 10/;,_1 -/;,-2) (11)

and also

fl-,-2 + 26fl-i-J + 66fl-1 + 26fl-1+1 + fl-i+2 = 20n2(/;,+2 + 2/;,+1 - 6/;, + 2/;,-1 +/;'-2)'
(12)

There is one such equation for each value of i = 1, 2, ... , n. Because the
matrix associated with these two systems of equations is diagonally dominant,
there is a unique solution for the parameters "-I and fl-I' Together with (2), this
means that the interpolating quintic spline exists and is uniquely determined.
We remark that this can also be deduced from a general existence theorem
concerning polynomial splines of odd degree ([1J, p. 135).

Relations similar to (11) and (12) are valid for the third and fourth deriva
tives mj and M j. Using (2) and (8), we note that

m,_1 = - 60n3/;,_1 + 60n3
/;, - 36n2A,_I - 24n2A, - 9nfl-'_1 + 3np."

mj = - 60n3/;,_1 + 60n3
/;, - 24n2 A,_I - 36n2"-, - 3np.'_1 + 9np.,.

It is useful to draw a few consequences of the above formulae. If we express
the parameters fl-j in terms of the Al and the mj, and make use of the fact that
the second spline derivative is continuous at the nodes, we obtain

fl-j = in2(/;,+1 - 2/;, +/;'-1) + in("-j-I - "-i+I) + 4~n (mi+1 - mj_I), (13)

1
3AI+l + 14"-j + 3"-j-l = lOn(/;,+1 -/;,-1) + 12n2 (mj_1 - 6mj + mi+d, (14)

1
7"-1+1 + 26"-j + 7\-1 = 20n(/;'_1 -/;'+1) + 12n2 (- 3mi_1+ 2m; - 3mi+l)'
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If we eliminate the parameters Ai from the last two equations, we arrive at

mi-2 + 26mi_1 + 66mi + 26mi+l + mi+2 = 60n3({;+2 - 2fi+1 + 2h-l - h-2)'
(15)

Along the same lines there follows

M i- 2+ 26Mi _ 1+ 66Mi + 26Mi+1 + M i+2=

= 120n4(j;+2 - 4fi+1 + 6j; - 4fi-1 +fi-2); (16)

this relation is contained in [1], p. 127.

Remark. Relations (12) and (16) may also be obtained by applying the
interpolation method of Lidstone and carrying out an analysis similar to that
of Section 2.

4. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREMS

The first theorem of this section gives estimates of the magnitude for the
various spline derivatives at the nodes.

For the sake of brevity, let

Wr(~)= m.ax Ipr)(u)_pr)(v)!, W(-n1) = WO(-nl ) ,
n lu-vl <; I/n

al r ) = (M') - fl r ).

THEOREM 1. If the numbers Ai, iLi, mi and M i are defined as in (1), then

(20)

(19)

(17)

(18)

25 (1)m;u jAi !';;;"6nW n'

145 2 (1)
m~x liLL! .;;; 12 n W n'

m~ Imil.;;; 20n3
W (~),

m~x IMtI.;;; 160n4
W (~) •

Proof. To establish (19), we assume that maxlm;j = lmk\' In view of(15), we
can write I

661mkl.;;; 60n3(lh+2 - h+11 + Ih+1 - Ik-II + Ilk-! - h-21) +
+ Imk+Zi + 261mk+ll + 261mk_11 + Imk-2!';;;

< 240n3
W G) + 54Jmkl·
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(22)

(23)

(21)

and (19) follows.
Using (16), the proof of (20) is similar. The inequality (17) is a consequence

of (19) and (14); (18) follows from (19) and (13).

LEMMA. Iffbelongs, respectively, to the classes C4, CJ and C 2 and has period
I, while rP is the interpolating quintic spline associated withJ, then

max laj4)1 ~ 25w4 (~),
i n

m~x lap)1 ~23wJ G),
m~x la/'I ~ 12w2 (~).

Proof The above inequalities are proved by using relations (16), (I5) and
(12). We deduce only formula (21), because the method of proof is in all three
cases similar.

Writing

where

we obtain from (16), for i = 1, 2, ... , n,

aj~2 + 26aj~)1 + 66aj4) + 26a~~)1 + aj~2 =

= (f<4>(g) - ftC:D + 26(f<4>(g) - ftC:D + 66(f<4>(g) - fl4» +
+ 26(f<4)(g) - ft<!D + (f<4)(g) - ft<!D.

Assume max lal4 )1 = lak4)1. We observe that the right-hand side of the above
i

equation does not exceed 296w4(IJn). Proceeding in a similar way as in the
proof of Theorem 1, it follows that (21) holds.

THEOREM 2. LetJ, with period 1, belong to C4, and let rP be the interpolating
quintic spline off Then for all x,

W4)(x) - j<4)(X) I~ 26w4 (~), (24)

IrP(3)(x) - f(3)(x) I~ 26n- 1
W4 (~) + 23wJ (~), (25)
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1</>"(x) - f"(x) I<; 26n-2
W4 (~) + 23n-1

W3 (~) + l2w2 (~) , (26)

I</>'(x) - f'(x)! <; 26n-3
W4 (~) + 23n-2

W3 (~) + 12n-1
W2 (~), (27)

I</>(x) - f(x) I<; 26n-4
W4 (~) + 23n-3

W3 G) + l2n-2
W2 (~) • (28)

Proof Formula (21) of the lemma implies that for all i,

la~4)1 <; 25W4(~)'

From this, and because of the fact that </>(4)(X) is linear between the nodes, (24)
follows. In order to prove (25), let Xl-l <; x < Xl' We write

W3)(x) -f(3)(x) I= II:i-I (</>(4J(t) - f(4J(t)) dt + </>~~I -ft~?'.

Relation (25) now follows immediately by applying the triangle inequality
and then using (24) and (22). The proof of (26) makes use of formula (23) and
is similar to the one we have just given.

Let again Xl-I <; X < Xl' Since </>1-1 = ft-I and </>1 = ft, there exists an YJl in
(Xl-I,Xl)' for whichf'(YJl) - </>'(YJt) = O. Thus,

W(x) - f'(X) \ = II:l (</>"(t) -f"(t))dt \

I</>(x) - f(x) I= II:H (</>'(t) - f'(t))dtl·

In view of this, the inequalities (27) and (28) are a direct consequence of (26).

Remark. Following a similar procedure it is possible to replace the right
hand sides of the inequalities of Theorem 2 by expressions in which only
w4(ljn) is involved.

THEOREM 3. Let f, with period 1, belong to C, and let </> be the periodic inter
polating quintic spline off Then for all x,

27 (1)\</>(x) - f(x)! <; 10 w ;; .

Proof Let X E [X/-l,X;]. Using (2) and (4), we get

</>t(x) - f(x) = (ft-I - f(x)) A;(x) + (ft - f(x)) Bl(x) +
+ A;-1 C;(x) + A; D;(x) + 1-'-/-1 E;(x) + JL; F;(x).

33
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We observed already that all the functions Ai(x), Bi(x), ... are non-negative
on the interval [Xi-loX;], with the exception of D,(x). Therefore one has

IIPt(x) - f(x)/ ~ w (~) + m:x 1,\1 (Ci(x) - Di(x)) +

+ max /[Ljl (EJx) + Fi(x)).
j

Theorem 3 is now obtained by using inequalities (5), (6), (17) and (18).

Let 4> =Lf

THEOREM 4. An upper boundfor the norm of the quintic spline operator L is
given by

Proof Select spline functions 4>' such that 4>i(Xj) = Oij' Then L has the form
Lf= '2.7= I h 4>i. It can be shown that the norm of the operator L is now equal
to the Chebyshev norm of the function '2.7=1 WI. Select ~ such that
11'2.7=1 W/II = '2.7=1 W(g)l, and letfbe a continuous function of norm 1which
satisfies the equationsf(xi) = sgn4>i(g) and is linear in each interval [xi-[,x;l.
Then jiLl] = IILfl1 = 114>11. From earlier analysis we have

4>i(X) = h-I AJx) +h Bi(x) + Ai-[ C/(x) + Ai Di(x) + [Li-I Ei(x) + [LI Fi(x),

whence

14>I(x)! ~ IIfll (Alx) + BI(x» + max IAjj (Ci(x) - Di(x» +
j

+ max l[Ljl (El(x) + Fl(x».
j

If we observe that w(1jn) ~ 2, and take into account the formulae (4), (5), (6),
(17), (18), then Theorem 4 follows.

The author wishes to thank the referees for a number of useful suggestions.
In particular, the remark at the end of Section 3 and the remark following the
proof of Theorem 2 are due to one of them.
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